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Abstract
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we test the hypothesis that presidents are less successful in realizing their preferred bud-
getary outcomes as the relevant subcommittee is more ideologically distant from the pres-
ident. The results provide strong support for this expectation. Our findings provide new
evidence about how the composition of legislative committees affects policy outcomes and
illustrate a mechanism through which Congress can limit the president’s agenda-setter ad-
vantages in budgetary politics.
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The power of the purse is among themost important institutional powers granted to Congress.

The constitutional authority to regulate fiscal affairs is “the most far-reaching and effectual of all

governmental powers” (Mikva 1986, 1) and has “long been regarded as the citadel of [legislative]

supremacy” (Bryce 1995 [1888], 190). The power of the purse is also a key separation of powers

constraint on the executive branch. Congressional appropriations power is “[o]ne of Congress’s

main tools to push back at. . . presidential unilateralism” (Metzger 2021, 1153) and “the most im-

portant single curb in the Constitution on presidential power” (Corwin 1978, 134). Though some

argue that the congressional power of the purse is less potent in some domains than it once was

(Ackerman and Hathaway 2011; Fisher 2000; Neumeister 2018), scholarship on the presidency

and the separation of powers continues to emphasize Congress’s power over appropriations as a

constraint on presidential behavior (e.g., Beermann 2006; Dearborn 2021; Howell and Pevehouse

2007; Howell 2023; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991; Stewart 1989).

In this paper, we study the nature of presidential influence over appropriations. Though

Congress ultimately is responsible for enacting appropriations (subject to presidential approval,

or by overriding a presidential veto), since the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 the president

initiates legislative activity by submitting a budget to Congress. This institutional change con-

ferred new agenda-setting powers to the presidency (Dearborn 2019; Fisher 1975) and strength-

ened its influence over budgetary outcomes (Krause 2022). Previous scholarship documents vari-

ation in the degree to which Congress accommodates presidents’ appropriations requests based

on economic conditions (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1985a), interbranch disagreement in spending

priorities (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1988), policy domain (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008),

and the presence of war (Howell, Jackman and Rogowski 2013).

In the context of appropriations, we argue that the composition of the House Appropriations

subcommittees constrains the president’s policy success. Given the tendency of Congress to del-

egate appropriations decisions to the relevant House subcommittees (Fenno 1966; Geiger 1994;

Hall and Evans 1990; Kingdon 1966; MacMahon 1943; Shepsle and Weingast 1985), we posit that
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Congress is less accommodating of presidential requests as subcommittee members are more ide-

ologically distant from the president. Our argument contributes to previous scholarship in three

ways. First, while classical perspectives argue that committee responses to presidential budget

requests reflect norms of fiscal responsibility (Fenno 1966), our account characterizes subcom-

mittee members as evaluating presidents’ budget requests based on their ideological orientation

vis-á-vis the president. Second, we identify a new mechanism through which the separation of

powers limits presidents’ ability to implement their policy goals, complementing previous schol-

arship that shows how congressional composition constrains the administrative presidency by

reviewing (Potter and Shipan 2017; Yackee and Yackee 2009) and vetoing (Acs 2019) regulatory

action, imposing limitation riders (MacDonald 2010, 2013), limiting agency discretion (Bolton

and Thrower 2019; Huber and Shipan 2002), conducting oversight hearings (Kriner and Schwartz

2008; Kriner and Schickler 2016), reducing bureaucrats’ access to Congress (Ban, Park and You

2023), and overturning unilateral directives (Howell 2003; Bolton and Thrower 2016; Kaufman

and Rogowski 2023). Third, we contribute to scholarship that theorizes the ideological compo-

sition of legislative committees and the policy implications of those arrangements (Adler 2000;

Krehbiel 1990, 1991; Shepsle and Weingast 1985, 1987).

We introduce comprehensive new data on presidential budget requests and enacted appropri-

ations from 1971 to 2020 and the composition of the subcommittee exercising jurisdiction over

each request. We test the hypothesis that presidents are less successful in realizing their pre-

ferred budgetary outcomes as a subcommittee is more ideologically distant from the president.

We find strong support for this hypothesis: enacted appropriations are less reflective of the pres-

ident’s budget request when the ideological distance increases between the president and the

median subcommittee member. These results are robust across a range of model specifications,

estimation strategies, and measurement choices. Our findings provide new evidence about how

the composition of legislative committees affects policy outcomes and illustrate a mechanism

through which Congress can limit the president’s agenda-setter advantage in budgetary politics.
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The Politics of Appropriations

Presidents have political incentives to direct policymaking activity within the federal bureau-

cracy. By staffing the bureaucracy with ideological allies (Lewis 2008), creating and restructur-

ing administrative agencies (Howell and Lewis 2002; Lewis 2003), centralizing the policymaking

process in the White House (Moe 1985), and issuing unilateral directives (Howell 2003), among

others, presidents have opportunities to create new policies and reshape existing ones. Yet the

scope of presidents’ policy influence is limited by their need for funding, without which their

initiatives cannot be executed. As such, Congress’s power over appropriations is an important

institutional mechanism for constraining presidents’ efforts to control the executive branch. As

McConachie (1898, 235) recognized more than a century ago, it is “in the direction of administra-

tive activity through the power of granting or withholding money. . . that Congress finds by far

its greatest power over the Executive. . . ”

The relationship between presidents and Congress in the appropriations process has evolved

over US history. Until the Budget and Accounting Act was passed in 1921, department heads often

bargained with Congress over appropriations as the president’s formal role was generally limited

to signing or vetoing spending bills (Dearborn 2019; Krause 2022). In the nation’s early years, de-

partment officials emphasized executive discretion in seeking lump sum grants of appropriations

while Congress argued for specificity in appropriations as a means of performing its oversight

role. The expansion of the standing committee system between 1814 and 1816 subsequently re-

flected Congress’s efforts to oversee executive branch expenditures (see Galloway 1961, 174-176).

By the turn of the twentieth century, the appropriations process was thoroughly decentralized,

with each department submitting separate requests and nine separate House committees consid-

ering them (Krause and Jin 2020). The 1921 Budget and Accounting Act overhauled this system

and placed new fiscal responsibility and institutional power in the president’s hands by requir-

ing that they submit annual budget requests to Congress. So doing, the president gained formal
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authority to set the terms of appropriations debates and exercising greater authority over the na-

tion’s spending (Dearborn 2019; Fisher 1975;Whittington and Carpenter 2003). These basic terms

govern the relationship between presidents and Congress in contemporary appropriations poli-

tics, though Congress took steps to reclaim some of its budgetary power with the Congressional

Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 after mid-twentieth century presidents withheld

funds appropriated by Congress.

A variety of studies evaluate the factors associated with the degree to which Congress ac-

commodates the president’s budgetary requests. Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) show that veto

power conveys asymmetric benefits to the president in bargaining over appropriations, as pres-

idents have greater influence in setting appropriations policy when they prefer less spending to

Congress, but are less influential when they prefer more spending relative to Congress.1 Canes-

Wrone (2001) evaluates the effectiveness of presidents’ public appeals on their legislative success

and finds that presidents are more successful in achieving their budgetary goals on proposals for

which they have sought public support. Other studies show that Congress better accommodates

presidential preferences during periods of war (Howell, Jackman and Rogowski 2013, chapter

5) and for agencies concerned with foreign affairs (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008) and

military deployments (Milner and Tingley 2015, chapter 4).

We build upon this scholarship and study the mechanisms through which the congressional

appropriations process constrains presidential influence over budgetary outcomes. In particular,

we argue that the composition of the House Appropriations Committee, especially its various

subcommittees, affects the degree to which Congress accommodates the president’s budget re-

quests. Previous research has found some evidence that the partisan composition of the House

affects the president’s influence over budgetary outcomes (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008;

1Leveraging variation in veto override requirements over US states, McGrath, Rogowski and Ryan

(2018) show that state budgets more closely reflect gubernatorial budget requests in states that

require larger supermajorities to override a gubernatorial veto.
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Howell, Jackman and Rogowski 2013) but has focused on the composition of the chamber rather

than on the composition of its committees.2 While scholars have long recognized the importance

of the appropriations subcommittees for enacting the nation’s budget (e.g., Fenno 1966; Geiger

1994; Kingdon 1966; MacMahon 1943), previous work has not evaluated whether and how their

composition affects their evaluations of the president’s budget requests.

TheAppropriations Subcommittees as a Source of Presidential Constraint

We argue that Congress better accommodates a president’s budgetary requests when mem-

bers of the House Appropriations Committee are more ideologically congruent with the presi-

dent. We focus specifically on the composition of the appropriations subcommittees who review

each of the president’s requests. Over the last century, the House Appropriations Committee

has been organized as 10 to 13 subcommittees, each of which has jurisdiction for appropriations

related to expenditures for some set of institutions within the federal government.3 The sub-

committees review the president’s spending requests, consult the financial estimates compiled

2More generally, scholars have studied the impact of divided government on a variety of outcomes

related to presidential power (e.g., Edwards, Barrett and Peake 1997; Howell 2003; Howell and

Pevehouse 2007; Kriner and Schickler 2016; MacDonald 2013), often (though not always) finding

that presidents exert less influence when Congress is controlled by the opposite party.
3For example, in the 116th Congress, the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Re-

lated Agencies was responsible for appropriations for the Department of Commerce, Depart-

ment of Justice, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation,

Commission on Civil Rights, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, International Trade

Commission, Legal Services Corporation, Marine Mammal Commission, National Space Coun-

cil, Office of Science and Technology Policy, Office of the United States Trade Representative,

and the State Justice Institute.
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by both the Office of Management and Budget and the Congressional Budget Office, and issue

reports that recommend spending levels and provide instructions for their expenditure.

Previous scholarship emphasizes that congressional evaluations of the president’s budget are

made largely within these subcommittees. As MacMahon (1943, 177) observed, for example, “the

actualities of the House [Appropriations] committee’s work lie so largely in its eleven subcom-

mittees.” Similarly, according to Geiger (1994, 398): “In the House Appropriations Committee, the

president’s budget is thoroughly analyzed at a micro-budgetary or agency level. . . . the subcom-

mittees are the most important actors. . . ” Even more pointedly, Kingdon (1966, 68) observed that

“congressional decisions on agency budgets are made neither by the whole congress, nor even

by the full appropriations committees, but by subcommittees of the appropriations committee”

(see also Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky 1966, 530). When reviewing budget requests, Sharkan-

sky (1965a, 628) reports that subcommittees “maximize their resources for oversight” by paying

particular attention to requests for the agencies that spend the most money and have increased

by the greatest rates. These accounts make clear that the subcommittees are the locus of con-

gressional decision making on appropriations; therefore, the fate of presidential budget requests

is largely in their hands.

Our argument assumes that subcommittee members evaluate a president’s budget request

based on how well it reflects their own preferences relative to the status quo.4 This characteriza-

4Congress could choose to pass a budget at a radically different level of funding compared with

the president’s request, knowing that the president may veto it. In this case, the failure to pass a

spending bill could result in no funding for a particular agency. However, Kiewiet and McCub-

bins (1988) argue that this threat is not credible because it would make both the president and

Congress worse off. Instead, they argue for considering a continuing resolution that follows the

“Fenno rule”—in which, in the absence of an enacted budget, agencies can continue spending at

the prior year’s level, or at the lower of the prior year’s budget and an appropriations bill that

has been passed by the House—as the reversion point.
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tion follows theoretical and empirical models in which legislators are posited to have unidimen-

sional preferences along an ideological continuum and cast votes on the basis of whether they

prefer a given proposal to the status quo (Cox and McCubbins 2007; Krehbiel 1998; Poole and

Rosenthal 1991). To the extent that legislators and presidents have preferences over spending

levels and are more supportive of spending levels that more closely reflect those preferences, we

would expect that a subcommittee is more likely to accommodate a president’s budget request

when it is more closely aligned with the president’s ideological orientation.

Despite the intuitive simplicity of characterizing legislative behavior on the basis of prefer-

ences and ideology, previous scholarship on the House Appropriations Committee has not al-

ways characterized the behavior of its members in these terms. Classic perspectives emphasized

the norms into which members of the House Appropriations Committee were socialized. Per-

haps most prominently, Richard Fenno (1962, 311) studied the appropriations process from 1947

to 1962 and argued that committee members perceived themselves as the “guardian[s] of public

funds.” In this role, it was generally expected that while agency budgets would increase over time,

the responsibility fell to subcommittee members to cut spending from the levels requested by the

president (see also Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky 1966; Fenno 1966; Geiger 1994). Subsequent

scholarship suggested that committee norms were not the only factor that structured legislative

behavior. For example, Kingdon (1966) acknowledges the role of committee norms in govern-

ing responses to presidential budget requests but also argues that members’ policy preferences

and priorities structure their behavior on appropriations subcommittees. Studying the period

after that investigated by Fenno (1962, 1966), Geiger (1994) finds that subcommittee members

were more likely to serve as advocates for increased agency spending rather than as guardians

of the budget. Moreover, when reanalyzing the data used in Fenno (1966), Lowery, Bookheimer

andMalachowski (1985) show that partisanship was strongly associated with appropriations out-

comes as Republican committees cut more from Democratic presidents and the House generally

cut more from Democratic requests than Republicans. Therefore, while our assumptions regard-
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ing the underpinnings of appropriations subcommittee behavior contrast with the characteri-

zations offered by classical scholarship on House appropriations, they are widely supported by

more recent theoretical and empirical research.

Based on our argument, we test the hypothesis that enacted appropriations better reflect the

president’s requests when the relevant subcommittee is more ideologically congruent with the

president. Our account contributes to two bodies of scholarship, which to date have existed

mostly separately. The first concerns the relevance of interbranch conflict between the president

and House appropriations subcommittees as a constraint on presidential control of the executive

branch. Most previous scholarship downplayed the possibility that subcommittee composition

was an important predictor of appropriations decisions (White 1989, 201-203) and concluded

that the subcommittees did not “systematically reorder presidential priorities” (Geiger 1994, 414).

However, this work did not examine how subcommittee membership affected congressional ac-

tion on the president’s budget. Moreover, other scholarship in the context of the appropriations

subcommittees shows that their ideologically alignment with the president is associated with the

amount of discretion they give to agencies to expend funds (Bolton and Thrower 2019) and the

speed with which they pass spending bills (Woon and Anderson 2012).5 Our account extends the

insights from this work and suggests that the appropriations subcommittees can be an underap-

preciated source of congressional constraint on the president’s budgetary preferences.

Second, our account has implications for scholarship on committee composition and its rele-

vance for policy outcomes. While our argument does not directly address the representativeness

of the Appropriations Committee or its subcommittees relative to the chamber (for relevant de-

bates, see, e.g., Groseclose 1994; Krehbiel 1990; Shepsle and Weingast 1987; Weingast and Mar-

shall 1988), it does suggest that their ideological composition is associated with congressional

5Bolton (2022) also shows that subcommittees write longer appropriations reports that contain

more constraining provisions as they are more ideologically distant from the president, though

this result is limited to circumstances where legislative gridlock is high.
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scrutiny of the president’s budget. To the degree that appropriations subcommittees are unrep-

resentative of the chamber, our account implies that budgetary outcomes would better reflect the

subcommittee’s preferences rather than the median of the chamber.6 By focusing on how the

appropriations subcommittees shape budgetary outcomes, we further contribute to scholarship

that has argued that subcommittees are “increasingly vital to the policy-making process” (Shep-

sle and Weingast 1985, 118) and wield significant influence over collective committee decisions

(Deering 1982; Hall and Evans 1990; Rohde 1974). Finally, our argument that the composition of

subcommittees affects appropriations outcomes extends other scholarship that shows how mem-

bers (Hamman 1993) and chairs (Berry and Fowler 2016) of appropriations subcommittees receive

disproportionate shares of federal spending for their districts.

More broadly, our argument suggests a mechanism through which the separation of powers

limit presidential control of the executive branch. Previous scholarship emphasizes howCongress

constrains the president’s policy influence by, for example, enacting legislation that supercedes

unilateral directives (Bolton and Thrower 2016; Howell 2003), conducting oversight investigations

(Kriner and Schwartz 2008; Kriner and Schickler 2016), limiting agency discretion over spend-

ing authority (Bolton and Thrower 2019), vetoing regulatory action (Acs 2019), and delaying or

rejecting nominations to agencies and the courts (McCarty and Razaghian 1999; Moraski and

Shipan 1999). While scholars have long recognized the institutional advantages that appropri-

ations power conveys to Congress vis-á-vis the president, we highlight the specific role of the

appropriations subcommittees in enforcing this advantage.

6Though testing the representativeness of the subcommittees is beyond the scope of this paper,

we point out that the House Appropriations Committee was one of two committees for which

the evidence in Groseclose (1994) supported the outlier hypothesis. We also note that Adler

(2000) finds some evidence that legislators often receive assignments to subcommittees that are

of particular interest to their constituents, and that some subcommittees are composed of “high

demanders,” which suggests variation in ideological composition across subcommittees.
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Data

We test our argument using an original dataset of presidential budget requests and congres-

sional enactments for fiscal years 1972 to 2021, which covers the second session of the 92nd

Congress under President Richard M. Nixon through the first session of the 117th Congress under

President Joseph R. Biden. We collected this data from the Budget of the United States, issued

annually by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Each year, the president is mandated

to submit a budget to Congress by the first Monday in February by the Budget and Accounting

Act of 1921 (Dearborn 2019). The OMB both assists the president in the creation of the budget

and takes responsibility for publishing the report.7 The Budget of the United States Government

contains descriptions of presidential policy priorities as well as detailed presidential request and

congressional enactment figures disaggregated by federal subunit.8

Our dataset represents the most comprehensive compilation of these discretionary spending

figures assembled to date.9 These data build upon foundational work on appropriations by Fenno

(1966) and later Kiewiet and McCubbins (1991) on delegation. These authors analyze spending

patterns for a sample of 77 agencies, and laid the foundation for decades of empirical work on

separation of powers (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008; Canes-Wrone 2006; Howell and

Jackman 2013; Howell, Jackman and Rogowski 2013). Generically, our data include requested and

7For a comprehensive description of the Budget of the United States, see https://www.govinfo.

gov/help/budget#about.
8“Federal subunit” generally refers to federal offices, agencies, and programs that are a part of

the annual appropriation process. Examples of federal subunits include the United States Senate

and the Forest Service.
9Mandatory spending is increasingly a larger share of annual expenditure (Corning, Dodin and

Nevins 2017). Our data encompass discretionary spending because it is the primary site of in-

terbranch bargaining between the president and Congress.
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enacted appropriations for subunits nested within units for each fiscal year.10 Our data contain

information for 626 unique unit-subunits with a total of 10800 observations. Extensive summary

statistics describing the data, including a detailed account of agencies in the sample, can be found

in Appendix A.1.

Figure 1 shows total presidential requests and Congressional enactments by fiscal year, in real

dollars (standardized to 2022). Each vertical dotted line indicates the beginning of a new presi-

dential administration. In aggregate, the average difference between congressional enactments

and presidential requests is about $800 billion. The figure shows both that the size of the budget

has grown over time and that presidential success in achieving their preferred outcomes has var-

ied. In some years, for example, the difference between requested and enacted appropriations is

vanishingly small (for example, during most of the Clinton administration) while in other years

the gap between requested and enacted appropriations is larger in both absolute and percent-

age terms (for example, most fiscal years during the Nixon, George W. Bush, Obama, and Trump

administrations).

10Unique unit-subunits are most analogous to agencies. For instance, in 2014, President Barack

H. Obama requested $937,000,000 for the U.S. Senate (subunit), which is categorized under Leg-

islative Branch (unit) appropriations (for its part, Congress enacted $884,000,000 for FY 2015 in

response to the President’s request).
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Figure 1: Total Requested and Enacted Appropriations, FY1972 to FY2021

We then linked each subunit in our appropriations data to the respective House Appropri-

ations subcommittee with jurisdiction over it. We follow a process similar to Adler (2000) and

primarily rely on House Appropriation bills, which list subunits disaggregated by subcommittee

jurisdiction. Additionally, we rely on reports published by the House Appropriations Committee

that detail more recent jurisdictional divisions11 and House hearing transcripts for more histori-

cal jurisdictional divisions. Most subunits can be directly matched to appropriation bills, though

in a few cases subunits are listed in the annual budget reports but not explicitly in the appropria-

11For example, see 117th Congress House Appropriations Committee report here:

https://appropriations.house.gov/sites/democrats.appropriations.house.gov/files/documents/

117th%20Jurisdiction.pdf.
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tion bills of the given year.12 While in some instances it was possible to match these subunits to

the relevant subcommittees, we omitted from the analyses the several hundred observations for

which the available information was insufficient for making an informed judgment about which

subcommittee oversaw appropriations decisions.

The organization of the House Appropriations Committee experienced several changes dur-

ing the period under study. Figure 2 summarizes the subcommittee composition of the House

Appropriations Committees and its representation in our data. From 1971 to 2003, the House

Appropriations Committee was organized into thirteen subcommittees.13 Following the creation

of the Department of Homeland Security at the start of the 108th Congress, the House Appropri-

ations Committee added a Subcommittee on Homeland Security, and merged the Subcommittee

on Transportation and the Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government.

In the 109th Congress, the House Appropriations Committee was reorganized into ten subcom-

mittees. This resulted in the disbanding of the Subcommittee on the District of Columbia, and the

Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs, Housing and Urban Development, and Independent Agencies,

and their respective jurisdictions were reorganized into other subcommittees. The Subcommittee

on the Legislative Branch and its constituent subunits were under the jurisdiction of the full com-

mittee.14 At the start of the 110th Congress, further reorganization occurred with the re-addition

of the Subcommittee on Legislative Branch and the separation of Transportation and Treasury.

12We describe these cases, and how we handled them, in Appendix A.2.
13This period is often denoted as one of stability for its consistent committee structure and sub-

committee jurisdictions (Saturno 2021).
14We omit these observations from our analysis since they are not linked to a specific subcom-

mittee.
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Figure 2: Composition of the House Appropriations Committee by Year

Plot shows the fiscal years for which each subcommittee is present in the data. Subcommittee names reflect the
departments and agencies over which they have jurisdiction. HHS=Health and Human Services; VA=Veterans
Affairs; VAHUDIA=Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs, Housing and Urban Development, and Independent
agencies; HUD=Housing and Urban Development; GG=General Government; TTHUDJDCIA=Subcommittee on
Transportation, Treasury, Housing and Urban Development, the Judiciary, District of Columbia, and Independent
agencies.

We also require information on membership of each appropriations subcommittee so that

we can measure their ideological composition. We collected these data from the House Appro-

priation Committee Semi-Annual Report of Committee Activities, which is published for every

modern congress. This allowed us to assemble complete House Appropriation subcommittee ros-

ters for the 92nd to the 117th Congresses. We then linked these subcommittee membership data

to estimates of each legislator’s ideological orientation using measures calculated from roll call
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votes (Lewis et al. 2022).

Empirical Strategy

The dependent variable in our analysis is presidential success in achieving their budgetary

preferences. We obtain consistent results across each specification of these variables. As previ-

ous scholarship has noted (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008; Howell, Jackman and Rogowski

2013), appropriations is a particularly good context for studying a president’s success in bargain-

ing with Congress. By comparing what presidents requested to what Congress enacted, we have

a clear and continuous measure of the degree to which Congress accommodated the president’s

policy preferences.

We operationalize this quantity as the difference between presidential requests and congres-

sional enactments in the annual discretionary appropriations process (for a similar approach in

the context of evaluating the behavior of appropriations subcommittees, see Sharkansky 1965b,

626-627). Specifically, we follow Howell and Jackman (2013) and calculate the dependent vari-

able as ln(|Requestedi t −Enactedi t | + 1) for each subunit i in fiscal year t.15 Larger values of this

measure indicate greater differences between what the president requested and what Congress

enacted.

Our primary independent variable characterizes the ideological distance between the pres-

ident and the relevant subcommittee. Following models of committee decision making (Black

1958; Krehbiel and Rivers 1988), we measure this quantity, subcommittee distance, using the ab-

solute value of difference between the ideology of the president and the ideology of the median

member of the subcommittee using first dimension NOMINATE scores (Lewis et al. 2022). 16 Our

15We also estimate models that use inverse hyperbolic sin transformations rather than natural log

transformations. These models produce nearly identical results. See Table A.3.
16One may be concerned that NOMINATE scores are calculated on the basis of the appropriations

bills whose outcomes we study. However, appropriations bills concern a miniscule fraction of
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measure of subcommittee distance is similar to that used in Woon and Anderson (2012).

Figure 3 shows how values of subcommittee distance have varied across time for each sub-

committee. As one would expect, increases in subcommittee distance generally correspond with

changes from unified to divided government. Presidents with unified government, such as Obama

in the 111th Congress in 2009, often have relatively low values of ideological distance from sub-

committees across the board, indicating their ideological proximity with subcommittee members

from their own party. However, there is a significant amount of variation in subcommittee dis-

tance even within periods of divided government (and likewise for unified government). That

is, ideological distance between subcommittee medians and the president is not constant within

periods in which both branches of government are controlled by the same party, nor is it equiv-

alent across subcommittees in the same Congress. We leverage this variation to estimate our

quantity of interest. While presidents may enjoy easier bargaining environments under unified

governance, each subcommittee features a bargaining partner of distinct ideological preference

that may cause difficulties for the commander-in-chief, even if they share partisan affiliations.

Given the nature of the NOMINATE coordinate system, where estimates of ideology range

from -1 to 1, we rescale values of subcommittee distance by dividing by its standard deviation.

With this rescaled measure, a one unit increase represents a 0.29 increase in subcommittee dis-

tance. To put this into context, this is similar to the difference in ideological orientations between

representatives Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY; -0.49) and Abigail Spanberger (D-VA; -0.175).

Using the measures described above, we estimate the following model:

Yi t =αi +γp +βsubcommittee distancei t +ΩXi t +ϵi t , (1)

all roll calls cast in a given congress. Moreover, given the dominance of a single ideological

dimension in roll call voting patterns (Poole and Rosenthal 1991), re-estimating NOMINATE

scores while excluding appropriations votes would likely be empirically indistinguishable from

extant 1st dimension NOMINATE scores.
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Figure 3: Ideological Distance between Presidents and Subcommittee Medians

Plotted points show the absolute value of ideological distance between the president and the median member of
each subcommittee. Values are shown for each congress.



where the dependent variable is the difference between requested and enacted appropriations

and i indexes the subunits in our data. The coefficient estimate for β is our primary quantity of

interest. If presidents are less successful in achieving their preferred budgetary outcomes as the

relevant subcommittee is more ideologically distant from them, as we argue, then we expect to

find a positive estimate for this parameter.

Our primary specification includes fixed effects for subunits (αi ) and presidential administra-

tions (γp ). The former accounts for systematic differences in interbranch bargaining that vary

across the myriad subunits in our data. By including presidency fixed effects, we hold constant

the attributes of individual presidents that may be associated with bargaining outcomes. With

this model specification, the estimate for β is identified on the basis of changes in subcommittee

distance that occur within presidential administrations.

We also account for a variety of other congressional and economic factors Xi t that may be

associated with a president’s bargaining success. First, we include the natural log of the presiden-

tial proposal—that is, ln(Requestedi t )—since presidential success in bargaining depends heavily

on the initial proposal for each subunit (Howell and Jackman 2013). Secondly, we include a di-

chotomous variable for divided government. Presidents may enjoy more success under unified

governance and as Congress includes a greater number of copartisans (Kiewiet and McCubbins

1985a,b). Third, we include a dichotomous measure of war based on its use in Howell, Jackman

and Rogowski (2013). Their results suggest that presidents are given more budgetary latitude

when legislators are more attuned to national rather than local considerations when considering

measures in Congress. We also include measures of the annual unemployment rate, a logged

unemployment variable, the year-over-year percentage change in real gross domestic production

(GDP), and the size of the budget deficit in real terms from the previous year. Wemight expect that

economic factors affect presidential success in bargaining, as declining economic circumstances

may provide presidents with less leverage for obtaining their policy preferences (Neustadt 1990;

Woon and Anderson 2012).
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Finally, in all our models we estimate standard errors clustered on subcommittees, the level

at which values of subcommittee distance are assigned. However, because our data include a

relatively small number of clusters (i.e., fewer than fifty; see Cameron and Miller 2015), without

further adjustment our standard errors are likely to be biased downward. To address these issues,

we estimate standard errors with the wild clustered bootstrap with 100,000 iterations using the

fwildclusterboot interface (Fischer and Roodman 2021; Davidson and Flachaire 2008). We follow

conventions in the literature and thus report p-values in our tables rather than standard errors.17

Results

Table 1 presents our main results. The first column reports results from amodel that regresses

the president’s budgetary success on subcommittee distance along with subunit and president

fixed effects. The second model adds the covariate characterizing the size of the president’s bud-

getary proposal. In the third model, we add controls for divided government and war, and in the

fourth model we add the suite of economic controls described above.

The findings in Table 1 provide consistent evidence that presidents are less successful in

achieving their preferred outcomes when their proposed budgets are reviewed by subcommittees

more ideologically distant from them. In each of the fourmodels, the coefficient for subcommittee

distance is positively signed and statistically distinguishable from zero. These findings indicate

that the discrepancy between presidential requests and congressional enactments increases with

17Table A.4 shows results when using various approaches to clustering. It shows the results when

estimating conventional standard errors clustered on subcommittee, when estimating standard

errors via the wild bootstrap when clustering on units (of which there are 39), and when esti-

mating conventional standard errors clustered on subunits (of which there are 555). The results

we present in the main text are the most conservative—and, we believe, most correct—approach

to inference across these strategies.
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the ideological distance between the president and the relevant subcommittee. Taking the inverse

log of the coefficient from the full model specification in column 4 translates to an approximately

39% increase in the discrepancy between presidential proposals and congressional enactments.

The magnitude of this difference is on par with or exceeds the effect size of factors found to

be important in previous scholarship on presidential bargaining success, such as war (Howell

and Jackman 2013), increased latitude on foreign policy issues (Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis

2008), and the presidential bully pulpit (Canes-Wrone 2001, 2006).

Table 1: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee distance 0.162 0.163 0.373 0.332

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001) (.003)
ln(Requested) 0.697 0.697 0.695

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.471 -0.372

(.023) (.079)

N 10,777 10,777 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged)
between a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation.
Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values calculated using
the wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.

The results in Table 1 are robust across a range of additional analyses and extensions. First, we

considered several strategies to address budgets submitted by presidents in the first year of their

terms. As mentioned previously, presidents submit their proposals in the first week of February

(Dearborn 2019). Given that first term presidents are inaugurated in late January only weeks

before budget proposals are sent to Congress, the newly inaugurated presidents often have final

say on whether to stand by their predecessor’s budget proposal or submit their own. In the post
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World War II era, for example, every newly elected president made substantial revisions to the

proposal of their predecessor with the exception of George H.W. Bush (Keith and Christensen

2021). Based on the approaches used in previous scholarship, we used two different strategies

to address budgetary proposals from the first year of a presidential term. Following Howell and

Jackman (2013), we dropped all observations from the first year of the first term of each presi-

dential administration with the exception of Gerald Ford. Second, we follow the details specified

in Keith and Christensen (2021) and omitted only the first year of George H.W. Bush’s first term,

since all other Presidents in our sample introduced or revised their predecessor’s proposals. Both

of these analyses provide similar results to those shown in Table 1.18

Second, our results are robust to using an alternative measurement strategy for character-

izing the ideological distance between presidents and subcommittees. The NOMINATE scores

we use are constant over legislators’ terms in office, which is consistent with perspectives that

emphasize the ideological stability of legislators’ voting records during their careers (Poole 2007).

However, some other evidence suggests that legislative voting records may vary across time, de-

pending on the political context (Howell and Rogowski 2013) and, perhaps more relevant for our

purposes, changes in committee membership (Olson and Rogowski 2023). Thus, we estimate the

models reported in Table 1 using Nokken-Poole scores to characterize the ideological locations

of subcommittee members. Like NOMINATE scores, Nokken-Poole scores are comparable across

time but they allow legislative ideology to vary from one congressional term to the next. Our

results are nearly indistinguishable from Table 1 when substituting these scores.19

18See Tables A.5 and A.6 in the Supplementary Appendix. When removing observations from all

presidents’ first years, as Howell and Jackman (2013) do, the magnitudes of the coefficients are

a bit smaller than in Table 1 (and are not statistically distinguishable from zero in the first two

models), but we are inclined to view this as an overly conservative approach given that virtually

all first year presidents did in fact submit their own budgets.
19See Table A.7.
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Third, we find evidence that the composition of subcommittees is associated with differences

in presidential budgetary success in periods in periods when the House is/is not controlled by

the president’s party. That is, the findings in Table 1 do not simply reflect differences in the

president’s bargaining success based on which party happens to control the House. In additional

analyses, we estimated models that interacted our measure of subcommittee distance with (a)

the share of House seats held by the president’s party and (b) the indicator for divided govern-

ment. In both models, we continue to obtain positive and statistically significant coefficients for

subcommittee distance while neither of the interaction terms is statistically distinguishable from

zero.20 These results suggest that the composition of appropriations subcommittees is strongly

linked to the president’s bargaining success regardless whether the partisan composition of the

House is favorable to the president.

Do Presidents Anticipate Subcommittee Opposition?

Towhat extent are the results presented in Table 1 a result of strategic behavior by presidents?

Our findings indicate that presidents are less successful in achieving their preferred budgetary

outcomes when the composition of the relevant appropriations subcommittees are more ideolog-

ically distant. Though this finding is consistent with our theoretical perspective, in which ideo-

logically distant subcommittees are less willing to accommodate a president’s budgetary request,

it is also possible that this result reflects the president’s own strategic behavior. If a president

were to anticipate extra scrutiny from an appropriations subcommittee because the subcommit-

tee membership is ideologically hostile to the president, for example, that president may decide to

strategically misrepresent her preferences in the hope that enacted appropriations would end up

somewhere close to what she ultimately would have preferred. That is, a president who prefers

more spending relative to Congress might submit a budget request that exceeds her own bud-

20See Table A.8.
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getary preferences; and likewise for a president who prefers lower spending to Congress. If this

were to be the case, our findings would indicate not that subcommittees constrain presidential

influence, but rather that presidents appear “weaker” when bargaining with ideologically distant

subcommittees because of the president’s own strategic behavior.

At the outset, we note that previous literature downplays possibilities such as these. For

example, Kiewiet and McCubbins (1985a, 722) argue that presidents have strong incentives to

represent their preferences truthfully to Congress. Likewise, presidents’ efforts to recruit public

support for their proposals (e.g., Canes-Wrone 2001) may also suggest that presidents are unlikely

to strategically manipulate the requests they send to Congress. Nonetheless, we undertake two

sets of analyses to address this possibility.

First, we examine whether the data provide evidence that presidents request larger amounts

when key members of Congress are more ideologically distance. Table 2 shows the results. In col-

umn (1), we regressed presidential proposals (logged) on the measure of subcommittee distance.

In column (2), we replace the subcommittee distance measure with the indicator for divided gov-

ernment. Column (3) reports results when including both independent variables. In all three

models, we include the battery of economic and war controls included in model (4) of Table 1. If

our findings reflect patterns of strategic presidential proposal making, we expect that presidents

request more funding when facing ideologically divergent subcommittees and/or during periods

of divided government.

We find no evidence that presidents increase or decrease their budgetary requests as the com-

position of Congress changes. Column (1) shows that the coefficient for subcommittee distance

is near to zero and not statistically significant. Similarly, in column (2), the coefficient for divided

government is extremely small in magnitude and not distinguishable from zero. The results in

column (3) also provide no evidence that either subcommittee distance or divided government

is associated with increases or decreases in presidential proposals. Moreover, even if the largest

coefficient from Table 2 were statistically significant, it would explain only a fraction of the re-
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sults we obtain in Table 1.21 Overall, consistent with the argument from Kiewiet and McCubbins

(1985a), Table 2 provides no evidence that presidents strategically manipulate their proposed

budgets based on changes in the ideological composition of Congress.

Table 2: Predicting the Size of Presidential Requests

(1) (2) (3)
Subcommittee distance -0.003 -0.019

(.768) (.444)
Divided government 0.007 0.037

(.66) (.377)

N 10,777 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the logged value of presidents’
budget requests. Entries are linear regression coefficients
with p-values calculated using the wild bootstrap
clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.

Though Table 2 provides no evidence that strategic proposal making explains the findings in

Table 1, we estimate model specifications similar to those used in previous research to address

potential endogeneity between proposals and enacted appropriations. Following Kiewiet andMc-

Cubbins (1991) and Howell and Jackman (2013), we instrument logged presidential proposals on

identifiers for first-term presidents and indicators for each of the four years in a presidential term.

The results are shown in Table 3. The model in the second column shows the results for two-stage

least squares in which we use these instruments to estimate the size of presidential proposals.

21The coefficient for divided government in column (3) is the largest in magnitude, and if it were

statistically significant would provide evidence that presidents increase their requests by about

four percent when they transition from unified to divided government. However, we emphasize

that the p-value is quite large, and thus the results do not support such an interpretation.
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Consistent with our findings in Table 1, the coefficient for subcommittee distance remains pos-

itive and statistically significant, indicating that presidents are less successful in achieving their

budgetary goals as subcommittees are more ideologically distant. Moreover, the estimated coef-

ficient for subcommittee distance in Table 3 is nearly identical to that from column (4) of Table

1.22

We do not wish to place too much emphasis on the results from Table 3, however. Unlike in

Howell and Jackman (2013), none of the instruments are statistically distinguishable from zero

and all of the estimates are small in magnitude. Unsurprisingly, then, the F-statistic for our first-

stage equation suggests that this instrumental variables strategy is extremely weak, as it is less

than one. Thus, the instrumental variables strategy used by prior research appears less reliable

in the context of our data.

All in all, we interpret the results as consistent with our argument. In particular, the evidence

in this sectionweighs largely against the possibility that ourmain findings reflect strategic behav-

ior by the president—in turn, making them appear less successful than they actually are—rather

than the ideological orientations of the relevant subcommittees. Instead, we find no evidence that

presidents strategically modify their proposals as the composition of appropriations subcommit-

tees changes, and when accounting for this potential endogeneity using approaches previously

used in the literature we continue to find that presidential requests fare less well when the ap-

propriations subcommittees are more ideologically distant from the president.

22Note that the standard errors reported in Table 3 are clustered on subcommittee but are esti-

mated conventionally rather than with the wild bootstrap. However, given the results reported

above, any downward bias is unlikely to change our inferences, and further suggests the indi-

vidual weakness of our instruments.
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Table 3: Instrumental Variables Estimates

First stage Second stage
Subcommittee distance -0.028 0.332∗

(0.029) (0.069)
Divided government 0.037 -0.371

(0.039) (0.187)
ln(Request) 0.698

(2.996)
First term -0.004

(0.021)
Year 2 -0.008

(0.014)
Year 3 0.021

(0.016)
Year 4 0.021

(0.018)

N 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓ ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓

The dependent variable in the first column is the
amount of presidents’ budget requests. The
dependent variable in the second column is the
absolute value of the difference between presidents’
requested and enacted budgets, instrumenting for
the size of presidents’ requests. Standard errors
clustered on subcommittee are shown in parentheses.
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Take a Seat or Sit on the Floor

In a final set of analyses, we explore how the ideological divergence between presidents and

subcommittees compare to the consequences of ideological divergence to other potentially rele-

vant actors in Congress. Recent scholarship on congressional committees, focusing primarily on

distributive politics, comes to conflicting conclusions about whether subcommittee members or

chairs are the key actors in pork barrel politics. Berry and Fowler (2016) find subcommittee chairs,

or cardinals, receive more pork for their districts. On the other hand, Hammond and Rosenstiel

(2020) analyze military appropriations data and find that subcommittees members themselves,

or clerics, were disproportionate recipients of distributive benefits. To the extent that subcom-

mittee chairs are the relevant players in appropriations politics, our measure of subcommittee

composition based on the ideological orientation of the median member may not fully capture

this dynamic.

We use our data to examine how the ideological orientations of subcommittee chairs compare

with the importance of the ideological orientation of the median members of the appropriations

subcommittees. Two items are worth noting at this point. First, our account is largely agnostic

as to whose ideology within the subcommittees matters for interbranch bargaining. To the ex-

tent that subcommittees operate by majority rule, we would expect the median member of the

subcommittee to be the relevant actor for subcommittee collective decision making (Black 1958).

If, on the other hand, subcommittee chairs have sufficient power and dominate subcommittee

deliberations, then they may be the more relevant actor. In both cases, it would be clear that the

ideological orientation of the individuals on the subcommittees is important for understanding

the president’s budgetary success. Second, as an empirical matter, these quantities are highly

correlated, which reduces our leverage for cleanly distinguishing the unique effects of one actor

vis-á-vis another.

Table 4 reports the results of these analyses. Column (1) shows results from the model speci-

fication used in column (4) of Table 1, but includes the ideological distance between the president
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and the subcommittee chair rather than the median. The coefficient for this term is positive

and statistically significant (p < .1), indicating that presidents are less successful in achieving

their budgetary goals when subcommittee chairs are more ideologically distant. Interestingly,

though, the coefficient is only about a third as large as the coefficient in Table 1 that uses the

subcommittee median rather than the chair. Given other scholarship that emphasizes the ideo-

logical orientations of median members of the chamber (e.g., Cox and McCubbins 2007), column

(2) reports results when using the ideological distance between presidents and the floor median.

The coefficient is again positive and statistically significant, and is similar in magnitude to the

coefficient for the ideological distance between the president and subcommittee chairs. Finally,

column (3) shows results when including the ideological distance between the president and both

the subcommittee median and subcommittee while column (4) shows results when including all

three measures of ideological distance. When doing so, we continue to find that the composition

of subcommittees is strongly associated with the president’s bargaining success, but it is through

the president’s ideological proximity to the subcommittee median rather than with the chair.

The coefficient for subcommittee distance is positive and statistically significant while both of

the other measures used in columns (1) and (2) are inconsistently signed and indistinguishable

from zero.

These additional analyses provide additional context for interpreting the results shown in

this paper and for contextualizing where congressional constraints on the presidency are located

within the House membership. Subcommittee chairs have been characterized by previous schol-

arship as having disproportionate power in the legislative branch (Berry and Fowler 2016; Fong

and Krehbiel 2018; Romer and Rosenthal 1978; Baron and Ferejohn 1989). The results presented

in column (1) of Table 4 support this perspective by showing how ideological proximity between

subcommittee chairs and presidents is associated with the outcomes of interbranch bargaining.

However, our results also indicate that the collective membership of appropriations subcommit-

tees may be a greater constraint on Congress’s willingness to accommodate presidential prefer-
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Table 4: Presidential Budgetary Success: Distinguishing the Effects of Subcommittee Composi-
tion, Subcommittee Chairs, and House Composition

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee chair distance 0.182 -0.031 -0.025

(.07) (.86) (.887)
Floor median distance 0.224 -0.129

(.035) (.562)
Subcommittee distance 0.411 0.408

(.04) (.043)
ln(Requested) 0.695 0.694 0.695
0.695

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
N 10,777 10,777 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged) between
a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation. Entries are
linear regression coefficients with p-values calculated using the
wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.
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ences. While we do not conclude that the median members of the appropriations subcommittees

are the only, or the most important, actors who matter in congressional appropriations politics,

our findings do suggest the importance of considering committee organization in the context of

interbranch bargaining.

Conclusion

Committees have figured prominently in accounts of congressional policymaking, and per-

haps no committee has been studied more than the House Appropriations Committee (see, e.g.,

Bolton 2022; Davis, Dempster andWildavsky 1966; Fenno 1962, 1966; Geiger 1994; Kingdon 1966;

Lowery, Bookheimer and Malachowski 1985; MacMahon 1943; Sharkansky 1965a,b; Woon and

Anderson 2012). We add several new contributions to this scholarship. First, we show how leg-

islative committees affect policy outcomes. More precisely, we show how the ideological com-

position of appropriations subcommittees is associated with the subcommittees’ willingness to

enact budgets that reflect the president’s preferences. Our results imply that appointments to

subcommittees matter for the appropriations bills passed by Congress because differences in a

subcommittee’s composition would produce different funding levels for the agencies under that

subcommittee’s jurisdiction.

Second, our findings highlight the mechanisms through which Congress can constrain presi-

dents’ efforts to affect executive branch policymaking. An important body of literature highlights

the president’s agenda-setting powers in appropriations (Dearborn 2019; Fisher 1975; Krause

2022) and documents the political conditions that enhance the president’s strategic position in this

context (Canes-Wrone 2001; Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008; Howell and Jackman 2013).

Our findings offer a reminder of the institutional advantages that belong to Congress as it evalu-

ates a president’s budgetary requests. The power of the purse is indeed a powerful constraint on

the presidency, and we offer evidence about how this institutional prerogative operates through
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the committee system. This finding complements other scholarship that demonstrates how in-

terbranch conflict moderates presidents’ abilities to achieve their political goals (e.g., Bolton and

Thrower 2016, 2019; Howell 2003; Howell and Pevehouse 2007; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1988;

Yackee and Yackee 2009).

Our analysis has some important limitations, however, and raises questions for further in-

quiry. First, while our account focuses on the ideological composition of the appropriations sub-

committees, we noted the challenges in distinguishing their effects from those of other similar

measures with which they are likely correlated. For example, a more conservative Congress is

likely to have more conservative appropriations subcommittees and more conservative subcom-

mittee chairs. Each of these actors plays important roles in scholarship on legislative outcomes,

and it is empirically difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish the unique effects of each of them in

this context. While our evidence supports our argument about the relevance of the composition

of the subcommittee, we emphasize that our evidence does not suggest that other key legislative

actors are not relevant. Second, while we considered the possibility that presidents strategically

submit budget requests in anticipation of how legislators may respond, our empirical findings

suggested that presidents do not behave in this way. While there may be good reasons for pres-

idents to behave in this way—for example, presidents may not want to misrepresent their true

preferences, or they may not want to appear to incur more significant legislative losses—it is

possible they forgo some bargaining advantages by doing so. Further research would be useful

to better understand how presidents strategically craft their budget proposals based on their ex-

pectations about how Congress might respond. Third, while our research focused on the last

half-century of appropriations politics, we did not evaluate changes over time in the appropria-

tions process and how they relate to the relevance of subcommittee composition. For example,

as the degree of committee power (Rohde 1974), congressional capacity (Bolton and Thrower

2021), and committee staffing patterns (Curry 2019) change over time, these developments may

have implications for how the appropriations subcommittees evaluate the president’s request.
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Finally, while our case focused on the politics of appropriations, it is unclear whether and how

our findings might generalize to other (sub)committees and policy domains. These questions

present important opportunities for scholars to take a fresh look at the politics of congressional

committees and their role in the separation of powers.
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A.1 Summary Statistics

Table A.1: Summary of Continuous Variables

Mean SD Min Median Max N
Requested (in thousands) 5557.55 32786.11 0.03 192.41 970694.00 10800
Enacted (in thousands) 6374.74 36986.00 −2903.00 209.00 1032711.00 10800
Diff (in thousands) 817.19 22861.30 −819099.00 0.00 761419.00 10800
ln(|Diff| + 1) 9.57 4.53 0.00 10.34 20.67 10800
Real GDP Growth 0.02 0.02 −0.03 0.02 0.06 10800
House Seat Share 0.48 0.08 0.33 0.46 0.67 10800
ln(Unemployment) 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.10 10800
Real Deficit (in hundreds) −55.60 61.44 −330.13 −45.69 37.31 10800

Table A.2: Unit-Subunits

unit subunit n

atomic energy commission 2

corps of engineers 8

department of agriculture agricultural and marketing service 1

department of agriculture agricultural cooperative service 9

department of agriculture agricultural marketing service 45

department of agriculture agricultural research service 45

department of agriculture agricultural stabilization and conservation service 18

department of agriculture animal and plant health inspection service 48

department of agriculture buildings and facilities 7

department of agriculture commodity credit corporation 19

department of agriculture commodity exchange authority 4

department of agriculture cooperative state research education 12

department of agriculture cooperative state research service 17

department of agriculture departmental administration 27

department of agriculture departmental management 7

department of agriculture economic research service 45

department of agriculture economics statistics and cooperative service 1

department of agriculture executive operations 22

department of agriculture extension service 17

department of agriculture farm production and conservation 3

department of agriculture farm service agency 28

department of agriculture farmer cooperative service 5

1



department of agriculture farmers home administration 20

department of agriculture federal crop insurance corporation 20

department of agriculture federal grain inspection service 13

department of agriculture food and consumer service 2

department of agriculture food and nutrition service 44

department of agriculture food safety and inspection service 37

department of agriculture food safety and quality service 2

department of agriculture foreign agricultural service 45

department of agriculture foreign assistance and special export programs 1

department of agriculture foreign assistance programs 15

department of agriculture forest service 50

department of agriculture grain inspection packers and stockyards administration 20

department of agriculture hazardous materials management 3

department of agriculture human nutrition information service 10

department of agriculture national agricultural library 13

department of agriculture national agricultural statistics service 33

department of agriculture national appeals division 2

department of agriculture national institute of food and agriculture 12

department of agriculture natural resources conservation service 27

department of agriculture office of chief financial officer 3

department of agriculture office of chief information officer 3

department of agriculture office of civil rights 9

department of agriculture office of communications 16

department of agriculture office of general counsel 2

department of agriculture office of governmental and public affairs 7

department of agriculture office of inspector general 4

department of agriculture office of international cooperation and development 13

department of agriculture office of public affairs 4

department of agriculture office of rural development policy 4

department of agriculture office of the chief economist 2

department of agriculture office of the general counsel 34

department of agriculture office of the inspector general 35

department of agriculture office of the secretary 43

department of agriculture office of transportation 9

department of agriculture packers and stockyards administration 15

department of agriculture risk management agency 24

department of agriculture rural business - cooperative service 23

department of agriculture rural development 24

department of agriculture rural development administration 1

2



department of agriculture rural development service 3

department of agriculture rural electrification administration 21

department of agriculture rural housing and community development service 1

department of agriculture rural housing service 23

department of agriculture rural utilities service 6

department of agriculture science and education administration 1

department of agriculture soil conservation service 20

department of agriculture statistical reporting service 10

department of agriculture world agricultural outlook and situation board 4

department of agriculture world food and agricultural outlook and situation board 9

department of commerce bureau of economic analysis 5

department of commerce bureau of industry and security 17

department of commerce bureau of the census 45

department of commerce business economics and statistics 2

department of commerce departmental management 19

department of commerce economic and statistical analysis 32

department of commerce economic development administration 27

department of commerce economic development assistance 12

department of commerce economics and statistics administration 2

department of commerce general administration 27

department of commerce international trade administration 17

department of commerce minority business development agency 16

department of commerce national bureau of standards 4

department of commerce national institute of standards and technology and policy 17

department of commerce national oceanic and atmospheric administration 33

department of commerce national telecommunication and information administration 26

department of commerce patent and trademark office 12

department of commerce patent office 1

department of commerce promotion of industry and commerce 29

department of commerce science and technology policy 13

department of commerce technology administration 3

department of defense - civil cemeterial expenses 16

department of defense - civil corps of engineers - civil 25

department of defense - civil military retirement 12

department of defense - civil ryukyu islands 1

department of defense - civil the panama canal 8

department of defense - military allowances 2

department of defense - military civil defense 6

department of defense - military family housing 48

3



department of defense - military military construction 44

department of defense - military military personnel 48

department of defense - military operation and maintenance 48

department of defense - military procurement 48

department of defense - military research development test and evaluation 48

department of defense - military retired military personnel 12

department of defense - military revolving and management funds 39

department of defense - military special foreign currency program 16

department of education departmental management 37

department of education federal student aid 1

department of education institute of education sciences 9

department of education institute of education services 7

department of education office of bilingual education and minority language affairs 16

department of education office of career technical and adult education 4

department of education office of educational research and improvement 17

department of education office of elementary and secondary education 37

department of education office of english language acquisition 15

department of education office of federal student aid 15

department of education office of innovation and improvement 15

department of education office of postsecondary education 37

department of education office of safe and drug free schools 7

department of education office of special education and rehabilitative services 37

department of education office of student financial assistance 1

department of education office of vocational and adult education 31

department of energy atomic energy defense activities 10

department of energy departmental administration 33

department of energy energy programs 33

department of energy environmental and other defense activities 20

department of energy national nuclear security administration 21

department of energy power marketing administration 33

department of health and human services administration for children and families 29

department of health and human services administration for community living 7

department of health and human services administration on aging 18

department of health and human services agency for healthcare policy and research 8

department of health and human services agency for healthcare research and quality 1

department of health and human services alcohol drug abuse and mental health administration 11

department of health and human services assistant secretary for health 4

department of health and human services centers for disease control 41

department of health and human services centers for medicare and medicaid services 17

4



department of health and human services departmental management 34

department of health and human services family support administration 3

department of health and human services food and drug administration 39

department of health and human services health resources administration 1

department of health and human services health resources and services administration 38

department of health and human services health services administration 1

department of health and human services healthcare financing administration 20

department of health and human services human development services 10

department of health and human services indian health service 13

department of health and human services indian health services 17

department of health and human services national institutes of health 41

department of health and human services office of assistant secretary for health 8

department of health and human services office of the inspector general 26

department of health and human services office of the secretary 3

department of health and human services program support center 25

department of health and human services social security 1

department of health and human services social security administration 13

department of health and human services substance abuse and mental health services administration 28

department of health education and welfare departmental management 3

department of health education and welfare food and drug administration 7

department of health education and welfare health services administration 4

department of health education and welfare health services and mental health administration 1

department of health education and welfare national institute of education 4

department of health education and welfare national institutes of health 7

department of health education and welfare office of child development 1

department of health education and welfare office of education 7

department of health education and welfare social and rehabilitation service 6

department of health education and welfare social security administration 7

department of health education and welfare special institutions 4

department of homeland security analysis and operations 4

department of homeland security border and transportation security 1

department of homeland security citizenship and immigration services 18

department of homeland security countering weapons of mass destruction office 3

department of homeland security cybersecurity and infrastructure security agency 2

department of homeland security departmental management 1

department of homeland security departmental management and operations 9

department of homeland security domestic nuclear detection office 9

department of homeland security emergency preparedness and response 1

department of homeland security federal emergency management agency 15
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department of homeland security federal law enforcement training center 13

department of homeland security information analysis and infrastructure protection 2

department of homeland security management directorate 3

department of homeland security national protection and programs directorate 9

department of homeland security office of the inspector general 18

department of homeland security office of the secretary and executive management 3

department of homeland security science and technology policy 18

department of homeland security transportation security administration 13

department of homeland security u.s. customs and border protection 13

department of homeland security u.s. immigration and customs enforcement 13

department of homeland security united states coast guard 18

department of homeland security united states secret service 15

department of housing and urban development community development 1

department of housing and urban development community development planning and management 1

department of housing and urban development community planning and development 47

department of housing and urban development departmental management 5

department of housing and urban development fair housing and equal opportunity 43

department of housing and urban development federal insurance administration 6

department of housing and urban development government national mortgage association 27

department of housing and urban development housing management 3

department of housing and urban development housing production and mortgage credit 3

department of housing and urban development housing programs 43

department of housing and urban development management and administration 41

department of housing and urban development neighborhoods voluntary associations and consumer protection 2

department of housing and urban development new community development corporation 2

department of housing and urban development office of lead hazard control 1

department of housing and urban development office of lead hazard control and healthy homes 20

department of housing and urban development policy development and research 45

department of housing and urban development public and indian housing program 37

department of housing and urban development research and technology and policy 1

department of housing and urban development solar energy and energy conservation bank 1

department of justice bureau of alcohol tobacco firearms 18

department of justice bureau of narcotics and dangerous drugs 1

department of justice drug enforcement administration 47

department of justice federal bureau of investigation 50

department of justice federal prison system 50

department of justice general administration 47

department of justice immigration and naturalization service 30

department of justice interagency law enforcement 33
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department of justice law enforcement assistance administration 7

department of justice legal activities 16

department of justice legal activities and general administration 1

department of justice legal activities and u.s. marshals 23

department of justice national security division 15

department of justice office of justice assistance research and statistics 1

department of justice office of justice program 36

department of justice radiation exposure compensation 14

department of justice united states parole commission 42

department of labor bureau of labor statistics 50

department of labor departmental management 49

department of labor employee benefits security administration 3

department of labor employment and training administration 45

department of labor employment benefits security administration 13

department of labor employment standards administration 36

department of labor labor management services administration 4

department of labor labor-management services 2

department of labor labor-management services administration 10

department of labor manpower administration 3

department of labor mine safety and health administration 43

department of labor occupational safety and health administration 48

department of labor office of federal contract compliance programs 10

department of labor office of labor management standards 9

department of labor office of the american workplace 2

department of labor office of workers compensation programs 11

department of labor pension and welfare benefit administration 9

department of labor wage and hour division 11

department of state administration of foreign affairs 50

department of state educational exchange 5

department of state international commissions 48

department of state international organizations and conferences 50

department of state other 41

department of the interior alaska power administration 5

department of the interior bonneville power administration 4

department of the interior bureau of indian affairs 34

department of the interior bureau of indian education and indian affairs 8

department of the interior bureau of land management 50

department of the interior bureau of mines 24

department of the interior bureau of ocean energy management 10
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department of the interior bureau of outdoor recreation 6

department of the interior bureau of reclamation 46

department of the interior bureau of safety and environmental enforcement 9

department of the interior bureau of sport fisheries and wildlife 2

department of the interior bureau of trust funds administration 1

department of the interior central utah project 27

department of the interior department-wide programs 13

department of the interior departmental offices 29

department of the interior geological survey 22

department of the interior heritage conservation and recreation service 1

department of the interior indian affairs 1

department of the interior insular affairs 13

department of the interior minerals management service 26

department of the interior national indian gaming commission 1

department of the interior national parks service 50

department of the interior office of coal research 2

department of the interior office of inspector general 16

department of the interior office of oil and gas 1

department of the interior office of surface mining reclamation and enforcement 43

department of the interior office of territorial affairs 6

department of the interior office of the secretary 3

department of the interior office of the solicitor 16

department of the interior office of the special trustee for american indians 10

department of the interior office of water research and technology and policy 1

department of the interior secretarial offices 11

department of the interior southeastern power administration 5

department of the interior southwestern power administration 5

department of the interior territorial affairs 2

department of the interior territorial and international affairs 11

department of the interior united states fish and wildlife service 41

department of the interior united states geological survey 26

department of the treasury alcohol and tobacco tax and trade bureau 18

department of the treasury bureau of accounts 2

department of the treasury bureau of alcohol tobacco firearms 20

department of the treasury bureau of customs 1

department of the treasury bureau of engraving and printing 3

department of the treasury bureau of government financial operations 3

department of the treasury bureau of public debt 6

department of the treasury bureau of the mint 17
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department of the treasury bureau of the public debt 28

department of the treasury customs service 1

department of the treasury departmental offices 35

department of the treasury federal crimes enforcement network 2

department of the treasury federal financing bank 2

department of the treasury federal law enforcement training center 24

department of the treasury financial crimes enforcement network 13

department of the treasury financial management service 24

department of the treasury fiscal service 9

department of the treasury interagency law enforcement 6

department of the treasury internal revenue service 50

department of the treasury office of revenue sharing 9

department of the treasury office of the secretary 13

department of the treasury office of the treasurer 2

department of the treasury secret service 4

department of the treasury united state secret service 1

department of the treasury united states customs service 24

department of the treasury united states mint 8

department of the treasury united states secret service 24

department of the treasury violent crime reduction programs 1

department of transportation coast guard 30

department of transportation federal aviation administration 47

department of transportation federal highway administration 27

department of transportation federal railroad administration 50

department of transportation federal transit administration 27

department of transportation maritime administration 39

department of transportation national highway traffic safety administration 36

department of transportation national transportation safety board 2

department of transportation office of inspector general 24

department of transportation office of the inspector general 15

department of transportation office of the secretary 50

department of transportation pipeline and hazardous materials safety administration 16

department of transportation research and innovative technology administration 4

department of transportation research and special programs administration 22

department of transportation research and special programs directorate 1

department of transportation saint lawrence seaway development corporation 1

department of transportation surface transportation board 13

department of transportation urban mass transportation administration 13

department of veterans affairs benefits programs 18
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department of veterans affairs construction 9

department of veterans affairs departmental administration 32

department of veterans affairs medical programs 1

department of veterans affairs veterans benefits administration 11

department of veterans affairs veterans health administration 24

department of veterans affairs veterans health services and research administration 1

energy activities atomic energy defense activities 4

energy activities departmental administration 4

energy activities energy programs 4

energy activities power marketing administration 4

energy research and development administration 1

environmental protection agency 50

executive office of the president compensation of the president 24

executive office of the president council of economic advisors 39

executive office of the president council on environmental quality and office of environmental quality 39

executive office of the president council on international economic policy 3

executive office of the president council on wage and price stability 1

executive office of the president domestic council 6

executive office of the president domestic policy staff 1

executive office of the president executive residence 39

executive office of the president national aeronautics and space council 2

executive office of the president national critical materials council 4

executive office of the president national security council 27

executive office of the president national security council and homeland security council 11

executive office of the president national space council 5

executive office of the president office of administration 34

executive office of the president office of emergency preparedness 1

executive office of the president office of management and budget 42

executive office of the president office of national drug control policy 24

executive office of the president office of policy development 16

executive office of the president office of science and technology policy 38

executive office of the president office of telecommunication policy 7

executive office of the president office of the special representative for trade negotiations 2

executive office of the president office of the united states trade representative 33

executive office of the president official residence of the vice president 9

executive office of the president presidential transition 1

executive office of the president special action office for drug abuse prevention 2

executive office of the president special assistance to the president 21

executive office of the president special assistance to the president and official residence of the vice president 17
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executive office of the president special projects 3

executive office of the president special representative for trade negotiations 3

executive office of the president the points of light foundation 2

executive office of the president unanticipated needs 13

executive office of the president white house 13

executive office of the president white house office 23

executive office of the president 4

federal emergency management agency 3

funds appropriated to the president appalachian regional development programs 11

funds appropriated to the president disaster relief 14

funds appropriated to the president emergency fund for the president 2

funds appropriated to the president expenses of management improvement 3

funds appropriated to the president federal drug control programs 3

funds appropriated to the president foreign assistance 9

funds appropriated to the president international development assistance 12

funds appropriated to the president international monetary programs 4

funds appropriated to the president international security assistance 12

funds appropriated to the president investment in management improvement 1

funds appropriated to the president israel-united states binational agreement 1

funds appropriated to the president office of economic opportunity 2

funds appropriated to the president special assistance for central america 1

funds appropriated to the president unanticipated needs 21

general services administration automated data and telecommunication activities 5

general services administration federal property resources activities 11

general services administration general activities 42

general services administration information resources management 1

general services administration information resources management service 3

general services administration personal property activities 15

general services administration preparedness activities 3

general services administration property management and disposal activities 3

general services administration real property activities 32

general services administration records activities 7

general services administration supply and technology activities 25

international assistance program african development foundation 10

international assistance program agency for international development 10

international assistance program inter-american foundation 10

international assistance program international development assistance 7

international assistance program international monetary programs 1

international assistance program international security assistance 19
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international assistance program millennium challenge corporation 14

international assistance program multilateral assistance 19

international assistance program peace corps 10

international assistance program trade and development agency 10

international assistance program 2

judiciary administrative office of the united states courts 45

judiciary bicentennial expenses the judiciary 1

judiciary commission on bankruptsy laws of the united statess 1

judiciary court of claims 11

judiciary court of customs and patent appeals 11

judiciary courts of appeals district courts and other judicial services 50

judiciary customs court 10

judiciary federal judicial center 50

judiciary judicial retirement funds 22

judiciary judiciary retirement funds 8

judiciary supreme court of the united states 50

judiciary united states court of appeals for the federal circuit 38

judiciary united states court of international trade 38

judiciary united states sentencing commission 28

judiciary violent crime reduction programs 5

legislative branch architect of the capitol 50

legislative branch botanic garden 31

legislative branch capitol police 18

legislative branch congressional budget office 45

legislative branch cost-accounting standards board 4

legislative branch general accounting office 32

legislative branch government accountability office 16

legislative branch government printing office 42

legislative branch government publishing office 4

legislative branch house of representatives 50

legislative branch joint items 50

legislative branch legislative branch boards and commissions 13

legislative branch library of congress 50

legislative branch office of compliance 21

legislative branch office of congressional workplace rights 2

legislative branch office of technology assessment 2

legislative branch other legislative branch agencies 28

legislative branch senate 50

legislative branch united states tax court 50
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major independent agencies affordable housing program 3

major independent agencies corps of engineers - civil 13

major independent agencies electric reliability organization 9

major independent agencies other defense civil programs 1

major independent agencies public company accounting oversight board 4

major independent agencies united states interagency council on homelessness 13

national aeronautics and space administration 50

national science foundation 19

office of personnel management 33

other civil defense program american battle monuments commission 9

other civil defense program cemeterial expenses 9

other civil defense program retiree healthcare 9

other civil defense program selective service system 9

other defense civil program american battle monuments commission 8

other defense civil program cemeterial expenses 8

other defense civil program military retirement 18

other defense civil program retiree healthcare 4

other defense civil program selective service system 8

other independent agencies access board 6

other independent agencies action 17

other independent agencies administrative conference of the united states 37

other independent agencies advisory commission on intergovernmental relations 5

other independent agencies advisory committee on federal pay 15

other independent agencies advisory council on historic preservation 44

other independent agencies affordable housing program 9

other independent agencies american battle monuments commission 23

other independent agencies appalachian regional commission 31

other independent agencies architectural and transportation barriers compliance board 27

other independent agencies arms control and disarmament agency 8

other independent agencies arms control and displacement agency 16

other independent agencies board for international broadcasting 15

other independent agencies broadcasting board of governors 17

other independent agencies bureau of consumer financial protection 1

other independent agencies cabinet committee on opportunities for spanish-speaking people 1

other independent agencies central intelligence agency 45

other independent agencies chemical safety and hazard investigation board 22

other independent agencies christopher columbus fellowship foundation 1

other independent agencies christopher columbus quincentennary jubilee commission 1

other independent agencies civil aeronautics board 14
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other independent agencies civil service commission 6

other independent agencies commission for the preservation of americas heritage abroad 2

other independent agencies commission of fine arts 50

other independent agencies commission on agricultural workers 3

other independent agencies commission on civil rights 50

other independent agencies commission on national and community service 1

other independent agencies commission on the bicentennial of the u.s. constitution 2

other independent agencies committee for purchase blind 46

other independent agencies commodity futures trading commission 37

other independent agencies consumer product safety commission 41

other independent agencies corporation for national and community service 26

other independent agencies corporation for public broadcasting 48

other independent agencies court of appeals for veterans claims 3

other independent agencies court of veterans appeals 9

other independent agencies court services and offender supervision agency for the district of columbia 22

other independent agencies defense nuclear facilities safety board 31

other independent agencies delaware river basin commission 4

other independent agencies delta regional authority 21

other independent agencies denali commission 21

other independent agencies deposit insurance 1

other independent agencies district of columbia 37

other independent agencies district of columbia courts 9

other independent agencies district of columbia general and special payments 9

other independent agencies election assistance commission 18

other independent agencies equal employment opportunity commission 50

other independent agencies export-import bank of the united states 19

other independent agencies farm credit administration 1

other independent agencies fdic office of inspector general 3

other independent agencies federal communications commission 48

other independent agencies federal deposit insurance corporation 8

other independent agencies federal drug control programs 22

other independent agencies federal election commission 44

other independent agencies federal emergency management agency 17

other independent agencies federal home loan bank board 3

other independent agencies federal labor relations authority 42

other independent agencies federal maritime commission 50

other independent agencies federal mediation and conciliation service 50

other independent agencies federal metal and nonmetallic mine safety board of review 4

other independent agencies federal mine safety and health review commission 42
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other independent agencies federal power commission 5

other independent agencies federal property resources activities 2

other independent agencies federal trade commission 45

other independent agencies foreign claims settlement commission 8

other independent agencies franklin delano roosevelt memorial commission 1

other independent agencies fslic resolution 1

other independent agencies general activities 2

other independent agencies harry s truman scholarship foundation 2

other independent agencies indian claims commission 7

other independent agencies institute of american indian and alaska native culture and arts development 33

other independent agencies institute of museum and library services 24

other independent agencies institute of museum service 10

other independent agencies intelligence community management account 26

other independent agencies intelligence community staff 12

other independent agencies interagency council on the homeless 3

other independent agencies international communications agency 2

other independent agencies international cultural and trade center commission 1

other independent agencies international trade commission 41

other independent agencies interstate commerce commission 25

other independent agencies japan-united states friendship commission 2

other independent agencies jfk assassination records review board 2

other independent agencies legal services corporation 34

other independent agencies marine mammal commission 41

other independent agencies merit systems protection board 42

other independent agencies national archives and records administration 36

other independent agencies national capital planning commission 49

other independent agencies national center for productivity and quality of working life 2

other independent agencies national commission on libraries and information science 30

other independent agencies national commission on responsibilities for financing postsecondary education 1

other independent agencies national consumer cooperative bank 3

other independent agencies national council on disability 30

other independent agencies national council on indian opportunity 3

other independent agencies national council on the handicapped 2

other independent agencies national credit union administration 14

other independent agencies national education goals panel 6

other independent agencies national endowment for the arts 40

other independent agencies national endowment for the humanities 40

other independent agencies national foundation on the arts and the humanities 5

other independent agencies national institute of building sciences 3
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other independent agencies national labor relations board 50

other independent agencies national mediation board 50

other independent agencies national railroad passenger corporation office of inspector general 10

other independent agencies national science foundation 27

other independent agencies national transportation safety board 40

other independent agencies national veterans business development corporation 4

other independent agencies neighborhood reinvestment corporation 42

other independent agencies northern border regional commission 10

other independent agencies nuclear regulatory commission 41

other independent agencies nuclear waste technical review board 30

other independent agencies occupational safety and health review commission 50

other independent agencies office of government ethics 32

other independent agencies office of navajo and hopi indian relocation 31

other independent agencies office of personal management 1

other independent agencies office of special counsel 31

other independent agencies office of the federal coordinator for alaska natural gas transportation project 7

other independent agencies office of the federal inspector for the alaska natural gas transportation system 4

other independent agencies office of the nuclear waste negotiator 1

other independent agencies ounce of prevention council 1

other independent agencies panama canal commission 4

other independent agencies pennsylvania avenue development corporation 15

other independent agencies personal property activities 2

other independent agencies presidio trust 15

other independent agencies privacy and civil liberties oversight board 11

other independent agencies public buildings reform board 1

other independent agencies public defender service for the district of columbia 5

other independent agencies railroad retirement board 50

other independent agencies records activities 2

other independent agencies recovery act accountability and transparency board 4

other independent agencies renegotiation board 8

other independent agencies resolution trust corporation 5

other independent agencies securities and exchange commission 33

other independent agencies selective service system 25

other independent agencies small business administration 13

other independent agencies smithsonian institution 50

other independent agencies social security administration 2

other independent agencies state justice institute 21

other independent agencies subversive activities control board 2

other independent agencies surface transportation board 6
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other independent agencies susquehanna river basin commission 4

other independent agencies tariff commission 2

other independent agencies tennessee valley authority 34

other independent agencies u.s. agency for global media 1

other independent agencies udall scholarship 24

other independent agencies united states court of appeals for veterans claims 16

other independent agencies united states holocaust memorial council 19

other independent agencies united states holocaust memorial museum 19

other independent agencies united states information agency 19

other independent agencies united states institute of peace 32

other independent agencies united states interagency council on homelessness 2

other independent agencies united states metric board 3

other independent agencies united states railway association 8

other independent agencies united states sentencing commission 5

other independent agencies washington metropolitan area transit authority 5

other independent agencies water resources council 10

small business administration 33

social security administration 22

veterans administration 16
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A.2 Matching Subcommittees to Agency Appropriations

Most subunits in our appropriations data can be directly matched to appropriation bills,

though in a few cases subunits are listed in the annual budget reports but not explicitly in the

appropriation bills of the given year. These cases generally fall under three categories:

1. Disbanded Empty Subunits: Certain subunits were included in the presidential budget pro-

posal, but received no appropriations and were disbanded or reorganized by the time Con-

gressional appropriations were passed. For example, the President’s Advisory Council on

Executive Organization resigned in May 1971, prior to the introduction of the Treasury,

Postal Service, and General Government Appropriation Act in July 1971. These subunits

were left uncategorized and are omitted from the analyses.

2. Extension by Continuing Resolution (CR): Some subunits may have received appropriations

by a generic continuing resolution, which extends federal programs funding at the levels

passed in the previous year. Continuing resolutions can include both small programs and

agencies as well as entire departments. A particularly relevant case was the Energy and

Water Development Appropriation Act (H.R. 12928) in the 95th Congress. President Carter

vetoed this bill and Congress passed an emergency Continuing Resolution H.J.Res. 1139 to

extend funding through FY 1979. Because of this variation, we categorized these subunits

in two ways: (1) If the subunit was found in both the Appropriation bills in the previous

and following year, and their parent unit (e.g. Department of Agriculture) was extended

by continuing resolution, we extended the categorization from the previous fiscal year. (2)

If the subunit was not found in the Appropriation bills in the previous and following year,

we left the subunit uncategorized and omitted it from analysis.

3. Generic Requests: Subunits, such as “Ocean Shipping” and “Allowances,” were overly broad,

and difficult to match to a respective subcommittee. As such, they were left uncategorized

and dropped.
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A.3 Inverse Hyperbolic Transformation

Table A.3: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees (Using inverse hyperbolic sin
transformation)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee distance 0.166 0.167 0.392 0.350

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001) (.003)
asinh(Requested) 0.713 0.714 0.712

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.502 -0.401

(.024) (.08)

N 10,777 10,777 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the inverse hyperbolic sine of the absolute value of
the difference between a presidential budget request and the enacted
appropriation. Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values
calculated using the wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees
in parentheses.
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A.4 Cluster SE

Table A.4: Presidential Budgetary Success: Robustness to Cluster Robust Standard Errors

(1) (2) (3)
Subcommittee chair distance 0.332 0.332 0.336

(<.001) (.001) (<.001)
ln(Requested) 0.695 0.695 0.698

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.372 -0.372 -0.381

(.064) (.01) (.016)

N 10,777 10,777 10,534
War control ✓ ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓
Clusters Subcommittee Unit Subunit
Wild bootstrap No Yes No
Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged)
between a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation.
Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values in
parentheses. P-values calculated via the wild bootstrap where indicated.
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A.5 Howell and Jackman (2013) Filter

Table A.5: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees (Omitting first years of new pres-
idential terms)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee distance 0.056 0.058 0.247 0.168

(.123) (.112) (.004) (.052)
ln(Requested) 0.675 0.674 0.670

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.386 -0.309

(.023) (.107)

N 9,114 9,114 9,114 9,114
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged)
between a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation.
Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values calculated using
the wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.
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A.6 Keith and Christensen (2021) Filter

Table A.6: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees (Omitting first year of George
H.W. Bush term)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee distance 0.162 0.163 0.382 0.346

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001) (.003)
ln(Requested) 0.701 0.702 0.700

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.490 -0.394

(.023) (.076)

N 10,553 10,553 10,553 10,553
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged)
between a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation.
Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values calculated using
the wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.
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A.7 Nokken-Poole Specification

Table A.7: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees (substituting Nokken-Poole
scores)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subcommittee distance 0.159 0.156 0.349 0.302

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001) (.003)
ln(Requested) 0.696 0.695 0.693

(<.001) (<.001) (<.001)
Divided government -0.432 -0.325

(.024) (.087)

N 10,777 10,777 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference (plus one, logged)
between a presidential budget request and the enacted appropriation.
Entries are linear regression coefficients with p-values calculated using
the wild bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.
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A.8 Interaction

Table A.8: Presidential Budgetary Success with Subcommittees (Interacted with congressional
composition)

(1) (2)
Subcommittee distance 0.292 0.261

(.044) (.021)
Divided government -0.323

(.201)
Subcommittee distance x Divided 0.061

(.78)
President’s seat share 3.826

(.185)
Subcommittee distance x seat share 1.52

(.303)
ln(Requested) 0.695 0.695

(<.001) (<.001)
N 10,777 10,777
War control ✓ ✓
Economic controls ✓ ✓
Subunit FE ✓ ✓
President FE ✓ ✓

Dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference
(plus one, logged) between a presidential budget request
and the enacted appropriation. Entries are linear regression
coefficients with p-values calculated using the wild
bootstrap clustered on subcommittees in parentheses.
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